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Weave Services Limited presents:

When Speed-To-Market strategies allow you to stay 
ahead of the competition

Published date: March 2017
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“A responsive supply chain is a lever that 
winning brands and retailers will deploy,”

Jeff Streader, Managing Director 
Go Global Retail
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Speed-To-Market strategies cover 5 major 
pillars

Why speed is important?
With increase in competition and demand for fashionable products, Speed-To-Market has
become a top management concern. Our studies show direct correlation between speed and
lost sales. Lost sales could come from insufficient initial buy quantity for the 1st order and
inefficient replenishment lead time for repeat orders. Different levers need to be considered to
address the speed challenge. This document aims to cover practical tips for supply chain
practitioners who aim to make speed a competitive advantage.
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Weave apparel case studies: 2 apparel companies face different lost sales challenges

12% of lost sales identified due to insufficient initial 
buy quantity

Want Speed in your supply chain? Consider the following pillars

Sales 
qty

Potential 
sales qtySales qty

Inventory 
qty

Design: The time from design to sample approval contributes one of
the largest portions of lead time. In the apparel industry this can be as
long as 100-180 days or as short as 10-20 days. Organizations should
break down silos to increase cross-functional collaboration, reduce
handoffs, and increase product development speed.

Plan: Planning for 1st buy and reorder requires different
techniques. 1st buy relies on advanced forecast planning to prevent lost
sales. Reorder planning should be supported by raw material and
capacity booking to ensure that you can quickly replenish successful
styles.

Make: Capacity management impacts production lead time.
Alignment on capacity based on standard production minutes and
efficiency ratios helps align retailers and manufacturers on securing
production slots. Best in class companies operate Sales & Operation
planning meetings to effectively link supply and demand.

63% of CPOs 
want to focus on 
speed to market

State of Sourcing 2017 
survey – Just style

Source: State of Sourcing 2017 survey – Supply chain shifts conducted in Dec 2016

Strategy: Speed-To-Market is a strategy led from the top-down.
Tailoring speed levers by product life cycle and sales velocity helps
organizations prioritize their efforts. From defining the number of
collections per year to developing a “mind-to-market” time and action
calendar, each lever should support the distinct needs of your
product segments e.g. rolling, seasonal or/and fashion items

Distribute: There are many techniques available for retailers to
shorten transportation lead times and cut warehousing cost (e.g.
cross-docking through direct-to-store). Decisions of Air vs Sea
shipment should be carefully evaluated in relation to projected margin
gains.

Strategy

Design

Plan

Make

Distribute

Weave – Speed-To-Market model

5 major pillars should be considered when considering a Speed Model

1st order

19% of sales can be captured if lead time for reorder is 
reduced at the end of season

End of 
fashion seasonStart Replenishment 

Sales qty

Sales 
qty

Potential 
sales qty

~19%

Re-order

~12%

Impact
Impact
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Case study: Lead time opportunity identification
One of our clients in the consumer good industry faced reorder lead times >110 days. With increased competition
and high demand for fashionable products, Speed-To-Market became a top management priority. Weave was
able to identify lead time reduction opportunity by 90% for this company.

NB: Lead time was defined from reorder date to ex-factory. Design and distribution were not the core focus.

Order 
processing 
and master 
planning

Production 
execution

Lead time contribution & opportunities 
(Index)

Production 
planning 
and 
production 
preparation
*

Raw 
material

• No exception management 
process in place to alert order 
status

5

83

14

9

4

4

0

3

*Production preparation includes warehouse receiving, incoming quality checks and line scheduling activities. 14 days of raw material inventory is observed in 
this case.

Levers to lead time reduction

• Adopt end-to-end order life cycle 
management tool for order tracking

Design Plan Make Distribute

D

A

B

C

DA B C

Out of scope

• Complex cross-functional 
processes resulting in order 
confirmation delays

• Establish S&OP process with customer 
to mange upcoming order forecast

• Uneven order loading due 
to limited mid term planning

• Create master planning to manage 
factory and vendor capacity

• Material ordering not fully 
leveraging BOM information

• Establish material resources planning 
process (MRP) to consolidate material 
orders

• Though 60% of orders were  
repeat buys, raw material 
purchased on Make To Order 
and Make To Forecast model

• Set up raw material pre-positioning 
strategy on bottleneck raw materials 
based on product category and 
forecasting risk levels

• Limited control of raw 
material delivery according 
to production plan causing 
idle raw material of >10 days

• Adopt retro planning to drive raw 
material plan based on production 
scheduling

• Manual warehouse 
receiving process causing 
extra time to handle material 
i.e. 4 days

• Streamline warehouse receiving 
processes through Warehouse 
Management System i.e. RF receiving

• Key production control 
targets missing e.g. TAKT 
time, in-line WIP and labour
efficiency

• Adopt RFID tracking system to track 
WIP and in-line production targets

• WIP imbalanced across each 
production station

• Manage production via TAKT time to 
ensure balanced output

• “Wastes” identified within 
production flow

• Redesign manufacturing processes 
and line configuration to reduce 
“waste”

Establish opportunities and levers

Current lead time Potential lead time
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Use Weave’s evaluation tool kit

Raw materials are one of the biggest contributors to lead time, but companies often fail to 
manage it in a cost effective manner

Design Plan Make Distribute
DA B C

Out of scope

Current lead time

Opportunity reduction

5

40%

3

100%

14

70%

9

55%

Reducing raw material lead time is often an effective way to increase speed. But doing it in a way that
does not expose your company to large amount of obsolete inventory, is more difficult. Our client had a bad
experience in the past which resulted in a large inventory write-off. It is not uncommon for companies to take
the first step towards Raw Material planning for this very reason. Therefore, we have developed a tool that
enables our clients to find the right balance between time gained and financial implications.

Ensure fact based financial driven decision making

Calculate lead time reduction through 
raw material planning

• Breakdown lead time according to Bill 

Of Material (BOM)

• Group raw material based on lead time

• Calculate lead time reduction based on 

the level of pre-positioning

Decide raw material planning strategy

• Input target lead time reduction to 

identify materials to be pre-positioned

• Evaluate risk level and financial impact 

on working capital

• Consider months of coverage, cost, 

shared colors, shared sizes, 

purchasing sequence, MOQ at SKU 

level

• Execute plan with vendors to achieve 

lead time reduction target

1

2

Weave – Risk based raw material planning tools
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Total leadtime
(PO placement to

Ex-fty)

Group 1 material
purchase

Group 2 material
purchase

Group 3 material
purchase

Group 4 material
purchase

Group 5 material
purchase

Materials Transit
to factory

Production Leadtime
Reduction (Group

1)

Leadtime
Reduction (Group

1&2)

Leadtime
Reduction (Group

1&2&3)

Leadtime
Reduction (Group

1&2&3&4)

Leadtime
Reduction (Group

1&2&3&4&5)

Input preposition type: Lead time savedGroup 1

Raw material planning tool

Input target lead time: 56 days
RM required & risk level

2
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• Managing risk without adding buffer

• Understanding read & react in a fast fashion context

• The future of Chinese manufacturing

Our perspective:

Start your Speed -To -Market journey 

To �nd out more about Speed to Market Evaluation, or more on Supply Chain Excellence, please contact Weave
Services .

Contact us:

Getting ready…
Very often, companies may not know where to start their Speed -To -Market journey . To ensure resources are focused

on the right levers, we recommend using our Speed -To -Market evaluation tool kit . Each category has standard

evaluation criteria, recommended solutions and financial framework to evaluate impact to your company.

Weave – Speed to Market Transformation Assessment

Identify
opportunities

Quantify
savings

Propose
solutions

The result will help to:

0
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1

1.5

2
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Product segmentation

Vendor segmentation &
sourcing strategy

Risk based procurement
strategy

Design process

Fabric management

Sample management

1st buy

Re-order

Capacity management

End to end TAKT time
management

Cycle time management

DC management

Model management

E2E data and system
integration

Strategy

Design

Plan

Make

Distribute

5th floor, 49 Austin Road, Hong Kong 19th floor, 3 Phillip St, Singapore 

Share & follow us on LinkedIn

Timothy Edmunds
Director of Weave
Hong Kong
timothyedmunds@weavenow.com

Carrie Chiu
Director of Weave 
Hong Kong
carriechiu@weavenow.com

+852 2738 6468

+852 2738 6441

46th Floor, Bitexco Financial Tower
Ben Nghe Ward,District 1, Ho Chi Minh City

https://www.linkedin.com/company/weave-services-limited/redirect?url=http://www.weavenow.com/publications/Supply Chain Resiliency - Weave Services Limited.pdf&urlhash=Pg2D&actionToken=p%3Dp%3Dbiz-company-login%26c%3Da2a5f7c1-e7c5-47ee-a856-934a69483a58%26m%3Dcompany_feed%26n%3D0%26t%3Da%3DisFolloweeOfPoster%3Dfalse%26distanceFromActor%3D-1%26actorType%3D%26likedByUser%3Dfalse%26targetId%3D%26recentCommentUrns%3D%26targetType%3D%26sponsoredFlag%3DORGANIC%26verbType%3Dlinkedin:share%26objectType%3Dlinkedin:article%26totalShares%3D0%26activityId%3Durn:li:activity:6136830918154907648%26recentLikerUrns%3D%26actorId%3Durn:li:company:3712488%26totalComments%3D0%26relevanceScore%3D0.0%26recentCommenterUrns%3D%26isPublic%3Dtrue%26time%3D-1%26totalLikes%3D0%26objectId%3Durn:li:article:-1%26distanceFromNestedActor%3D-1%26s%3DORGANIC%26u%3Durn:li:activity:6136830918154907648&atv=2&actionType=CLICK
http://www.weavenow.com/publications/Understanding Read & React - Weave Services Limited.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/weave-services-limited/redirect?url=http://www.weavenow.com/publications/Weave-The_Future_of_Chinese_Manufacturing.pdf&urlhash=RzoX&actionToken=p%3Dp%3Dbiz-feed-company%26c%3D58a922c5-503f-42e2-a1f6-e707d8d3fc07%26m%3Dcompany_feed%26n%3D0%26t%3Da%3DisFolloweeOfPoster%3Dfalse%26distanceFromActor%3D-1%26actorType%3D%26likedByUser%3Dfalse%26targetId%3D%26recentCommentUrns%3D%26targetType%3D%26sponsoredFlag%3DORGANIC%26verbType%3Dlinkedin:share%26objectType%3Dlinkedin:article%26totalShares%3D0%26activityId%3Durn:li:activity:6105311338903461888%26recentLikerUrns%3D%26actorId%3Durn:li:company:3712488%26totalComments%3D0%26relevanceScore%3D0.0%26recentCommenterUrns%3D%26isPublic%3Dtrue%26time%3D-1%26totalLikes%3D0%26objectId%3Durn:li:article:-1%26distanceFromNestedActor%3D-1%26s%3DORGANIC%26u%3Durn:li:activity:6105311338903461888&atv=2&actionType=CLICK
mailto:fredlemoine@weavenow.com
mailto:carriechiu@weavenow.com
https://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://www.weavenow.com/publications/Weave_Whitepaper_Speedtomarket_Mar2017
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For more information on Weave’s Research, please contact:

timothyedmunds@weavenow.com- Timothy Edmunds

carriechiu@weavenow.com – Carrie Chiu

Copyright © 2019 Weave Services Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of the TAL Group.  All rights reserved.  Printed in Hong Kong.
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